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Abstract The paper develops ethical guidelines for the development and usage of
persuasive technologies (PT) that can be derived from applying discourse ethics to
this type of technologies. The application of discourse ethics is of particular interest
for PT, since ‘persuasion’ refers to an act of communication that might be inter-
preted as holding the middle between ‘manipulation’ and ‘convincing’. One can
distinguish two elements of discourse ethics that prove fruitful when applied to PT:
the analysis of the inherent normativity of acts of communication (‘speech acts’)
and the Habermasian distinction between ‘communicative’ and ‘strategic rational-
ity’ and their broader societal interpretation. This essay investigates what conse-
quences can be drawn if one applies these two elements of discourse ethics to PT.
Keywords Ethics  Persuasive technology  Discourse ethics  Habermas 
Speech-act theory  Critical theory  Persuasion
Introduction
In our daily life we are confronted more and more with technologies that try to tell
us how we should behave. Our cars annoy us with blinking lights and acoustic
signals, when we do not put our safety belts on; our navigation systems complain,
when we drive too fast; our computers warn us to regularly update our security
software and smart meters try to motivate us to use less energy in our households.
These are just a few examples of so-called ‘persuasive technologies’ (PT). PT are
intentionally designed to change the user’s attitude, behavior or beliefs (Fogg 2003;
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IJsselsteijn 2006) often by giving the user feedback of his actions (or omissions) and
by trying to ‘suggest’ to him a desired pattern of behavior.
A good example of a persuasive technology is the re-design of the dashboard
used in the Honda Insight hybrid car. The engineers have completely re-designed
the dashboard to help the user to drive more environmentally friendly. Classical car
dashboards give mainly feedback on driving speed and fuel tank status. The new
‘eco assist’ dashboard still has these features, but many persuasive elements have
been added. The dashboard has a little display field, on which ‘leaves icons’
virtually grow, if the user is driving in an environmentally friendly manner. If he,
however, accelerates and breaks a lot, and thus wastes a lot of fuel, these leaves will
disappear again. Also the speed display changes its background color to signal
sustainable or less sustainable driving behavior.
Another example is the Wattson Energy Meter. This is a device that measures the
energy consumption in a household and gives feedback via ambient light and via a
display. The light changes from blue to red, if the energy consumption increases.
The display shows the amount of power in kilowatt hour and the price you have to
pay for this energy consumption. These features are meant to raise awareness on
energy consumption and train the user to consume less energy.
Advocates of these types of technology point out the noble task of PT.
Technology is no longer a neutral tool (if it ever was one), but helps to achieve
moral goals like health, safety, sustainability and the like. Critiques argue, however,
that this way of ‘moralizing’ technology raises many ethical concerns. It might even
be argued that PT can be regarded as the implementation of a technological
paternalism, which conflicts with the ideal of a free and autonomous choice of the
individual. Since PT do not convince the user to change his behavior or attitudes,
but persuade him to do so, the question arises where to draw the fine line between
persuasion and manipulation? What are ethically acceptable ways of using
technology to persuade people to change their behavior?
Philosophers have tried to answer these moral questions and tried to come up
with initial ethical guidelines for the design and usage of PT. Amongst these
attempts are approaches that look at PT from very different perspectives including
‘post-phenomenological mediation theory’, ‘rhetoric’, ‘Rawlsian Liberalism’,
‘democratic technology design’ and ‘advertisement ethics’ (to name just a few).1
Despite these efforts, it is fair to state that the ethical reflection on persuasive
technology has not yet succeeded to deliver a convincing framework for judging
these difficult issues.
In the following essay I try to develop a coherent set of ethical guidelines that
stems from the application of discourse ethics to persuasive technology. The
1 See e.g. Johannesen (1992), Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander (1999), Baker and Martinson (2001),
Fogg (2003), Verbeek (2006), Christensen and Hasle (2007), Davis (2010). The insightful article by
Baker and Martinson comes closest to my own approach. However, Baker and Martinson only discuss
‘persuasion’ in the context of advertisement and do not consider persuasive technologies. Furthermore
they do not link their ideas to an elaborated ethical theory, such as discourse ethics. While Davis is using
a framework that might very well be linked to discourse ethics, she is mainly concerned with the
procedural aspects of democratic technology design and does not discuss material norms that might be




interesting aspect of PT is that they can be interpreted as a ‘communicative’ type of
technology. They try to ‘persuade’ the user and thus establish a communicative
relation between the designer and the user of the technology. In order to derive at
these guidelines, I will interpret discourse ethics as a modern version of ethical
rationalism and apply its insight to PT. I will distinguish between two elements of
discourse ethics, both of which will lead to concrete suggestions for ethical
requirements—stemming from the idea of the inherent normativity of speech-acts
(2.1) and from the distinction between two types of rationality: communicative and
strategic rationality (2.2). I will finally discuss objections to the idea of using
discourse ethics in the context of PT and defend the claim that a discourse ethical
framework is a very promising ethical framework given the communicative nature
of PT (3).
Discourse Ethics and Persuasive Technologies
I would like to develop several criteria for the design and usage of PT that can be
derived from the basic ideas of discourse ethics. Discourse ethics itself is probably
one of the most interesting versions of a contemporary rationalistic, deontological
approach in ethics. Choosing a rationalist framework to investigate PT poses a
special challenge, since the rationalist tradition has always highlighted the
importance of moral autonomy and well-considered ethical reasoning in making
moral decisions about how to act. I will argue, that embracing a rationalist
framework does not entail a rejection of PT. Rather this type of ethics offers
interesting insights, about how to make these technologies meet our moral
standards. The focus of the following paragraphs will thus lie in developing the
main idea of this approach and in giving a first programmatic overview, that I intend
to develop further in future work. In doing so, I will interpret discourse ethics as
rationalistic ethics, which consists of a specific combination of two strands of ideas:
a normative interpretation of analytic speech-act theory and a revival and
modernization of continental German Enlightenment Rationalism (or Neo-Kanti-
anism). I will therefore distinguish between four criteria that can be deduced from
the ‘speech act’ elements of discourse ethics ‘‘The Elements of Speech-Act and PT’’
and three guidelines that stem from the wider social-neo-Enlightenment context of
this theory ‘‘The Neo-Enlightenment Aspects of Discourse Ethics and PT’’.
The Elements of Speech-Act and PT
One of the main inspirations in the development of early discourse ethics has been
the speech-act theory by Austin and Searle.2 Speech Act theory widens the
philosophical attempts to understand the ‘meaning of words’ beyond the purely
propositional elements of language. Ever since the linguistic turn early analytic
philosophy dedicated much effort to detailed logical and epistemological analysis of
2 Austin (1962), Searl (1969). For more recent analyses of speech-acts see Eemeren (1982), Asher and
Lascarides (2003), Barker (2004), and Vanderveken (2009).
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propositions and their truth conditions. Speech-Act theory overcomes this narrow
focus, by including a reflection on the pragmatic dimension of language: it does not
only take the ‘propositional content’ of speech into account, but puts an emphasis on
the ‘illocutionary act’, which is a central element of every speech-act.3 Austin thus
famously analyzes ‘how to do things with words’4 and suggests a framework for
understanding how speech acts can establish social facts like marriages, promises,
orders and the like.
Discourse ethics emphasizes the normativity of the conditions for successful
speech-acts. Whenever I utter a speech act, I have subscribed as it were to the rules
of the ‘game of communication’ and other people expect me to follow these rules. If
I do not use speech-acts correctly, my interlocutors might be irritated or even angry
with me. Applied to persuasive technologies, one can thus assume that it must also
adhere to some of these fundamental rules, if it is to be perceived as an attempt of
‘persuasion’ by the user. Users might be irritated if PT fails to meet these basic
expectations. Furthermore, discourse ethics starts from the notion of an idealized
concept of communication: it focuses on a rational discourse, whose aim it is to
jointly search for and agree upon the truth of claims made in this discourse.
Discourse ethics has thus two normative elements: it claims that every real discourse
presupposes certain (normative) rules as necessary preconditions for the search of
the truth, and it claims secondly that the outcome of a rational discourse has a
normative validity: it is a rational consensus that is normatively binding as the result
of a rational intersubjective deliberation process.5
In the context of this paper I cannot analyze the various claims of discourse ethics
in detail, and I will not be able to discuss whether this normative interpretation can
be a solid starting ground for establishing a contemporary neo-Kantian rationalist
framework in ethics. Rather I would like to take the core ideas of discourse ethics as
a starting ground and investigate, whether they can be applied to persuasive
technologies.6
According to Ju¨rgen Habermas, there are four implicit validity claims inherent in
every intersubjective speech-act: a claim of comprehensibility (of the utterance), a
claim of truth (of the propositional content), a claim of rightness or appropriateness
(of the illocutionary element of the speech act) and a claim of truthfulness with
regard to the intentions of the speaker (Habermas 1973). Whenever one of these
claims is not fulfilled, a conversation may be doomed to failure or give rise to
misinterpretations and misunderstanding (McCarthy 1996). If, however, these
validity claims are preconditions of every successful speech-act, they must also be
valid for ‘persuasion’ since persuasion is a speech-act. If the usage of persuasive
technology can be interpreted as the attempt to persuade someone with the help of
3 Searl (1975).
4 Austin (1962).
5 Sometimes discourse ethics is (wrongly) interpreted only as a procedural ethics. I agree, however, with
Werner, who points out that discourse ethics is neither a domain specific ethics, nor a purely procedural
theory (Werner 2002).




technology, these four validity claims may shed light on ethical design principles for
this type of technology.
It seems that we can apply four prima facie guidelines that are relevant for the
usage and development of persuasive technologies. In what follows, I will sketch
those rules. Future case studies might show how fruitful this approach is for
understanding and designing ethically acceptable persuasive technologies.
Comprehensibility
Every speech-act has to be ‘comprehensible’ in order to count as a potential element
of communication. Incomprehensible utterances might at best be borderline cases,
which cannot be seen as successful intentional attempts to transfer meaning. One
can thus argue that comprehensibility is the most basic precondition for
communication. A communication can only be successful if the utterances of the
interlocutors are comprehensible.
If one applies this idea to PT it implies that the user must be capable of
understanding the feedback given by the persuasive technology in question.
Designers of PT must thus consider the question: Is this type of persuasive
technology easy to understand?
Since PT mostly does not use ‘speech’ as a means to give feedback, the issue of
comprehensibility becomes even more important. PT uses feedback to transfer a
message: a red light might signal, that ‘something is not right’, while a ‘smiling
face’ in the display of a RSI Guard can be read as ‘you are doing fine’. The type of
feedback used varies wildly in PT, from ‘very simple’ to quite advanced. Very
uncommon and advanced is e.g. the feedback used in the ‘Persuasive Picture Frame’
(Obermair et al. 2008). This picture frame is a device that monitors poor sitting
habits and bad sitting posture of computer users. It displays a changing portrait of a
person that the computer user loves or likes. This portrait varies in facial
expressions from ‘angry’ to ‘happy’, depending on the sitting posture of the user.
The aim is to motivate the user to adapt a healthy sitting posture. Since this
feedback mechanism relies on human facial expressions, it is very easy to interpret
by the user. Most feedback mechanism used in PT are, however, much less
advanced and offer thus many options for misunderstandings. With regard to
comprehensibility it might therefore be helpful to work with symbols, colors or
signals, that do either have a strong conventional or a strong visually fixed meaning.
In short: the used feedback mechanism should not lead to easily foreseeable
misunderstandings.
An example of misinterpretation might be the Household Energy Saving
Experiment that used PT in a social context (Bang and Jonsson 2007). The idea of
this experiment was to give social feedback about energy consumption in a
community of neighbors via different feedback mechanisms. One way of giving this
feedback was placing a lamp in one window of the participating households. This
lamp signaled visible to the neighbors how each household was doing with regard to
their energy saving efforts. It did so by emitting either a green or a red light. ‘Red’
was immediately understood as signalizing a ‘bad’ consumption pattern. Thus using
this feedback mechanism did at first glance fulfill the requirement of
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comprehensibility. After the experiment, however, worries were expressed by the
participants, that this red-light was only giving feedback about the energy
consumption relative to the previous pattern of the same household (e.g. ‘this
household is doing worse than last week’), thus communicating a ‘wrong’ signal, if
it was interpreted as an ‘absolute’ statement (e.g. ‘this household is doing bad on a
fixed scale’). PT thus has to use clear and straightforward ways of communicating
feedback, especially if it is used in a social context to avoid misunderstandings and
fulfill the requirement of comprehensibility.
Another example of a PT that might suffer from a lack of ‘comprehensibility’ is
the Eco Ambient Awareness Dashboard, described by Kim et al. (2010).7 They
designed two Mac OSX eco-visualization widgets, which were intended to raise
awareness about energy consumption. One was based on accurate numerical
feedback; one was based on a nice graphical visualization. The researchers
concluded that the second widget was more effective in ‘persuading’ the user, since
it was easier to connect with its message in an intuitive way, which required not
much cognitive effort. This widget displayed a graphic animation of a coral reef.
The coral reef was ‘healthy’ and full of plants and fish, incase the user did not have
his computer turned on for long in the ‘idle mode’. If the user would, however, have
a lot of idle computer time, the coral reef would slowly change to represent an
unhealthy and dying coral reef. This eco visualization was ‘comprehensible’, if it
was understood as representing the efficiency of one’s computer-usage. But it was
not comprehensible if read as reflecting total energy usage. Somebody who uses his
computer very often, but with little to no idle time, will experience the joy of having
a ‘healthy coral reef’—despite using much energy in total. However, somebody who
uses his computer very little but with a worse ‘idle-time’/‘usage-time’ ratio, might
have a ‘dying coral reef’, even though he might be using less energy in total. This
shows that designers have to carefully consider, whether the users will not only
‘comprehend’ the evaluative element of the metaphoric ‘visualization’, but also
whether they will be able to understand, what exactly is visualized.8
Comprehensibility becomes even more relevant as an ‘ethical’ aspect of
communication, when it is the explicit secret intention of the designer (or the
person who implements a PT) to give incomprehensible information, with the hope
that he will be misunderstood. This is a common and often criticized tool in dodgy
yellow press or in misleading advertisement spots: choosing a statement, which is
easily misunderstood, without claiming something that is strictly speaking false.9
This leads us to the second validity claim of speech-acts.
7 Kim et al. (2010).
8 This implies that sometimes designers might have to face a difficult trade-off. A PT might be easier to
use, if it gives very simple graphical feedback (ie. feedback that can be processed very quickly by the user
without too much cognitive attention). However this ease of use might in some cases lead to the danger
that it is also easier to misunderstand the feedback.
9 A famous example is the joke about two persons A and B who compose a blackmail letter. A is
dictating the letter and B is writing it down. When faced with the accusation that they were responsible
for this letter, A says: ‘I would never write such a letter’, while B claims: ‘How dare you think, I could




From a philosophical perspective the truth claim can be regarded as the most
important validity claim of speech-acts. Persuasive technologies communicate with
the user via various feedback mechanisms. The truth requirement demands thus that
this feedback mechanism is actually giving true information. An energy saving
device, like e.g. the Wattson Energy Meter, that gives a feedback about the expected
annual costs of a given energy consumption pattern, should of course display the
real price—even though the ‘persuasive effect’ might be higher, if the device ‘lies’
and exaggerates the costs a bit.
What is at stake here, is the key question of how to evaluate rhetorical elements
of speech-acts from an ethical perspective: It is ethical to convince someone, no
matter whether what one says is true, or is real rhetoric—as Plato would claim10—
linked to finding that aspect of truth that is able to convince somebody? One can
argue, that from an ethical standpoint PT should highlight from the wide range of
possible factual information that part, that can best be used to convince somebody to
change his behavior, and thus it should always be linked to a verifiable propositional
content.
Baker and Martinson’s (2001, p. 154) illustrate this point as follows: ‘‘One who
communicates false, misleading, or deceptive information in a serious circumstance,
from a moral philosophy perspective, does wrong, because to do so perverts the very
purpose of speech (communication).’’ In human communication we rely upon the
idea that the other one is not trying to deceive us. Also in Human-Technology
interaction, this idea becomes relevant and leads to the aspect of ‘truthfulness’.
Truthfulness
In human communication, the property of a speaker to tell the truth in a given
context is called the ‘honesty’ or ‘truthfulness’ of the speaker. Honesty is a central
element in establishing trust in human relations. Can there also be honesty or
truthfulness in PT? One of the questions that might arise is the concern that it is not
clear who the ‘author’ of the persuasion is. Is it the persuasive technology itself, is it
the designer of the PT, is it the company or institution that implements a given PT?
If e.g. the usage of smart meters is prescribed by national law to decrease energy
consumption, it might be plausible to argue that the subject of the persuasion is the
government. If, however, a user freely decides to install a RSI guard on his
computer it seems that he himself it the initiator of the persuasion. In ‘‘Discourse
Ethics and the Communicative Nature of PT: Concluding Remarks’’ I will discuss
the question in more detail, in how far technologies can be ‘persuasive’ at all, given
that they do not have ‘intentions’ or ‘mental states’. Thus, properly speaking they
can also not be ‘truthful’ in the same sense that applies to humans. For now it might
be enough to interpret ‘truthfulness’ in the case of PT as reliability and accuracy of
feedback mechanisms. Even though these questions are certainly relevant, and will
10 See the Gorgias and Phaidros. For an analysis of Greek rhetoric and its relevance for modern
strategies of persuasion compare Marsh (2001).
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be dealt with later, one can thus try to locate the ‘truthfulness’ in the feedback
mechanism of the PT itself. The best way to meet this validity claim might then be
to ensure that it only displays true and accurate information. As in human
communication, ‘honesty’ (a property of a person) and ‘telling the truth’ (a property
of a proposition) are also in PT closely related.
Fogg (2003) has argued with regard to this point in a similar vein, that computers
are powerful persuaders precisely because they represent in the public opinion a
kind of mathematical precision that may serve as a role model of ‘true and accurate’
feedback. It has to be noted that, however, this might only be true with regard to the
general image of computers as powerful persuaders. As persuasive technology
becomes ‘ambient’ and moves away from the personal computer into the
environment of the user, this assumption might no longer be true.
From an ethical standpoint one might even construct a Kantian argument for
designing and creating PT according to principles of honesty and trustworthiness. If
a given PT turns out to be not trustworthy by ‘twisting the truth’ or giving false or
exaggerated feedback, it may be a powerful persuader in the short run (as long as
this ‘dishonesty’ stays unnoticed). If the user, however, learns that this PT has as it
were ‘cheated’ on him, he might be less willing to trust the specific device; he might
even develop a general mistrust in PT as a whole. In the long run PT has to be
truthful or else it won’t be trusted. To use the analogy of lying: lying might
sometimes be more effective to achieve a certain goal and it might thus give a
strategic advantage for the person who lied. But lying also undermines the
trustworthiness of the person who lies. It therefore—as discourse ethics rightly
claims—undermines a general presupposition of human communication, and can for
that reason not be a stable strategy that works in the long run. An example could be
the old habit of putting breakfast cereals into huge packages, suggesting that the
consumer would by a big quantity of them. Companies abandoned this strategy as it
became visible that consumers understood this ‘cheat’ and where disappointed by
this attempt of untruthful persuasion.
Appropriateness
The criteria of appropriateness concerns the question, whether a given speaker is
entitled to the illocutionary element of the given speech act. A priest may utter the
sentence: ‘I declare you husband and wife’. By doing so he establishes at the same
time a new social fact. But this is true only if uttered under very specific
circumstances by a priest, who is entitled to do so. Many speech acts like ‘orders’,
‘promises’, ‘excuses’ and the like can be judged ethically according to their
‘appropriateness’.
With regard to PT the question of appropriateness arises on two levels. One may
ask whether PT is an ‘appropriate’ means to reach the end in question. If I want to
change the energy consumption behavior of car drivers, there are many options to
reach this end. Passing a speed-limit, adding taxes on fuel, convincing people to
care more for the environment, etc. are all different options to try to reach this aim.
Installing ‘persuasive technology’ in cars (e.g. by eco visualization feedback) just
adds one more option to this range. It is clear that speech-act theory as such cannot
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answer this very global question. In ‘‘The Neo-Enlightenment Aspects of Discourse
Ethics and PT’’ I will try to shed more light on this question, by turning to the
second ingredient of discourse ethics: its neo-enlightenment background.
A second way to consider the criteria of ‘appropriateness’ concerns the more
fundamental question, whether a given technology should be labeled ‘persuasive
technology’ at all. Many technologies, that try to bring about behavior change, can
be seen as attempts of ‘manipulation’ or even ‘coercion’ rather than ‘persuasion’.
There is a danger, that the label of ‘persuasive technology’ might be just a nicer way
to refer to instruments of propaganda or manipulation. In order to address this
question, it is once again necessary to go beyond the elements of speech-act theory.
In looking at the second element of discourse ethics, I will suggest how one might
address these complex issues within this ethical framework.
There is also a third way to interpret the question of appropriateness. One might
ask the question, whether any technology should be labeled ‘persuasive technology’,
since persuasion refers to an act of human communication.11 Can technologies, that
do not have intentions or mental states thus be persuasive at all? I will address this
third question in ‘‘Discourse Ethics and the Communicative Nature of PT:
Concluding Remarks’’, when I discuss general objections to the suggestion to use
discourse ethics for the field of PT.
Even though these questions will certainly need closer elaboration, it can be seen
that the speech-act element of discourse ethics proofs to be a very fruitful starting
ground for structuring the debate on ethical issues of PT and for developing an
ethical framework for them. After all ‘persuasion’—with or without the usage of
technology—remains a communicative act, an act in which e.g. the designer of a PT
wants the user to change his behavior to reach a desired aim. If there are general
‘rules of the game’ of speech-acts that are morally relevant in general, they might as
well be applied to the concrete design and usage of PT.
The Neo-Enlightenment Aspects of Discourse Ethics and PT
It should have become clear that the application of the above mentioned four criteria
to PT leads to an interesting way of looking at this type of technologies. But one has
to admit, that these criteria are still on a very abstract level (as they can be applied to
all types of communication) and may thus not yet lead to more substantial rules for
what is and what is not allowed in the specific contexts of persuasion. Or to put it in
another way: the general ethical rules for the ‘game of communicative interaction’
might differ from the specific rules of the ‘game of persuasion’. However, one can
argue, that the game of ‘persuasion’ is a subset of the language game of
‘communication’, and the last paragraph illustrated, in how far the general validity
claims of communication can be made fruitful for persuasive technologies.12
11 I thank one of the anonymous reviewers for directing my attention to this third question.
12 Jilles Smids pointed out to me, that one might even turn this argument around and claim, that if a
persuasive technology does not adhere to those minimal conditions, it should not be labeled a ‘persuasive
technology‘, but rather a ‘behavior-influencing’ technology. Discourse-ethics might thus provide
normative criteria for a definition of persuasive technology.
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If one, however, also takes the more general background assumptions of
discourse ethics into consideration, one may derive at further guidelines for the
design and usage of PT that might indeed be more substantial (and thus also more
controversial), than only focusing on the general aspects of all communicative
relations. In the remaining part, I thus develop some general principles that can be
deduced from this second element of discourse ethics.
Considering the broader context of discourse ethics in the writings of Ju¨rgen
Habermas and Karl-Otto Apel, one is faced with the attempt to establish a critical
theory of the social reality. This general theory of social reality forms the
background in which discourse ethics is embedded. An important idea is in this
context the well-known Habermasian distinction between different types of
rationalities, which he links to different types of knowledge and to different types
of social institutions. The main idea that is relevant for our context is the distinction
between communicative rationality and strategic rationality.13
Strategic rationality is the type of rationality that seeks the adequate means for a
given end. It thus mirrors Kant’s definition of hypothetical imperatives and is
concerned with knowing how to achieve one’s goals. In the context of critical theory
this type of knowledge is seen to be rooted in man’s need to dominate nature, which
is necessary for his survival. Strategic rationality is regarded to lie at the heart of
technological knowledge and aims at an exercise of power: power over nature or
power over other human beings.14 Opposed to this type of knowledge is the
communicative rationality. It is linked to the social nature of man as a ‘political
animal’ (Aristotle), and aims at insight in ethical values and in emancipation from
unjust power relations. It mirrors Kant’s interest in categorical imperatives, which
form for him the core of ethical knowledge. While strategic knowledge implies an
asymmetrical relation, communicative rationality starts from the general ideal of
symmetry: every voice is to be taken serious in the discourse about morality and
only the force of the better argument counts—independent of external factors about
the person who utters the argument.
Critical theory tends to see, roughly speaking, strategic rationality as an
(sometimes necessary) evil, and communicative rationality as the ethical ideal. It
seeks thus to eliminate asymmetrical exercises of strategic rationality as often as
possible and complains about the fact that our life-world, which should be
structured according to the rules of communicative rationality, gets more and more
‘invaded’ by the logic of strategic rationality.15 If one, however, wants to add
13 Habermas (1984–1987). Apel (1984).
14 Habermas (1971). This is the point where Habermas comes closest to the technik-critique of Heidegger
and Adorno.
15 The relation between strategic rationality and communicative rationality is more complex in Habermas
than this simplified sketch suggests. However, I cannot discuss the details here. There are of course many
cases, in which the exercise of strategic rationality is morally justified and unproblematic. But in order to
justify or determine, whether or not a given case of strategic rationality is morally unproblematic, one
needs consensual norms and thus communicative rationality (cfr. the discussion of this relation in
McCarthy (1996, p. 17ff., esp. p. 29). In the context of justification there is thus a primate of
‘‘communicative rationality’’ over ‘‘strategic rationality’’.
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‘persuasive rationality’ to the picture one is faced with the problem that persuasion
seems to fall exactly in the middle between the two categories.
Type of rationality Aim and method Type of relation
Communicative rationality:
‘convincing’











Know-how, exercise of power Asymmetry
It seems that from the perspective of discourse ethics, all other attempts to arrive
at a change of behavior seem ethically inferior to the exercise of communicative
rationality. However, since ‘persuasive rationality’ seems to be neither purely
communicative nor purely strategic, it is not yet clear how to deal with it. I would
like to suggest that the best way to look at PT from a discourse ethics perspective is
to acknowledge the intermediate position of persuasion and try to make it as less
asymmetrical and strategic as possible. Therefore, I will suggest three ways of doing
so, that might be suitable to serve as prima facie design-guidelines for PT.
Looking at the general set-up of critical theory it seems that there are mainly two
ethical concerns, that are related to strategic rationality, that could thus still be
applied (and be it only too a lesser degree) to the idea of a ‘persuasive rationality’.
The one concern has to do with the asymmetric relation, that is inherent in strategic
rationality and still plays a role in PT. The second concern has to do with the fact
that strategic rationality is often a form of manipulation, which does not take the
autonomy of the other serious. The following guidelines are meant to take care of
these worries.
These guidelines are:
G1: Persuasion should be based on prior (real or counterfactual) consent.
Variations of this principle have been discussed in literature. In an early article
on the ethics of PT, Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander (1999) present what they
call a ‘Golden Rule’ for the design of PT. It reads:
The creators of a persuasive technology should never seek to persuade a
person of something they themselves would not consent to be persuaded to do.
The idea behind this rule is to eliminate the asymmetry of the persuasive
situation. One may only use persuasion, if one is willing to be subject to the very
same type of persuasion for the very same end. As presented in their paper,
however, this rule has some serious shortcomings.
One objection, that the authors discuss themselves, is the example of a person,
who wants to persuade someone else, even though he does not want to be persuaded
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himself. Think about a father who does not want his son to smoke, even though he
himself is not willing to be persuaded to quit smoking. In a similar line a far more
serious objection could be made in the case of someone, who is willing to accept an
immoral form of persuasion for an immoral aim, and might thus be willing (and by
the rule of Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander even morally entitled) to use it on
others. Think about a racist who intends to persuade others (and himself) to accept
racist ideas.
The reason why Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander cannot plausibly reject these
objections lies in the fact that they take factual consensus as starting ground.
Discourse ethics, however, is aiming at ideal rational consensus and is thus not
seeking for what people actually agree upon, as they might indeed agree on very
immoral ideas. Rather the focus is on what a rational subject should agree upon, if
he is only taking the better arguments (and not his irrational desire to smoke or to
value other races lower than his own race) as decisive reason for action. An analysis
of this ‘Golden Rule’ of persuasion from a counter-factual ethical theory—as
discourse ethics is—is thus better able to counter these objections than a factual
interpretation of consensus.
The distinction between ‘ideal counterfactual consensus’ and ‘real factual
informed consent’ can thus be very helpful for the design and usage of PT, if one
applies it in the following way. For a philosophical debate about the moral
evaluation and justification of PT the idea of a counter-factual ideal consensus
should be the proving ground for justifying which attempt of persuasion is ethically
acceptable. For a concrete technological implementation of PT in everyday life
situation, however, a real factual informed consent might be enough to strive for. In
both cases the general idea is to limit the asymmetry of the ‘persuasive situation’ by
linking it to a prior symmetrical relation. If I agree to be subject to a persuasion, this
persuasion becomes closer to an attempt of convincing, than if I do not agree to it—
in the later case the same type of persuasion might be experienced as an attempt of
‘manipulation’ rather than ‘persuasion’.
G2: Ideally the aim of persuasion should be to end the persuasion.
Also this rule is related to the idea of limiting the asymmetry inherent to PT and
can be placed in the broader context of critical theory. This guideline starts from the
obvious difference between ‘education’ and ‘manipulation’. Both types of action
presuppose an asymmetrical relation, but from an ethical standpoint both are to be
judged very differently. The aim of education is namely to create an autonomous
person, who in the end will be able to educate himself and will no longer need
guidance. The aim of manipulation is on the contrary to keep the other in a state of
dependence, or even worse, to make him more dependent than he was in the first
place. Education aims at overcoming the asymmetry, manipulation aims at fostering
it. If one applies this idea to PT, one can argue that persuasive technology should
follow the principle of ‘education’, rather than the structure of ‘manipulation’, i.e. it
should make itself superfluous.
One example could be a gas-pedal that gives a mechanic feedback of resistance if
the driver pushes it too hard and thus is about to waste energy. Initially this behavior
of the paddle will irritate the driver, but after a while he will ‘learn’ the right way to
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accelerate and he will feel the ‘counterforce’ on fewer and fewer occasions. In a
similar line a computer program that forces the user to make work breaks after
typing for a long period of time, might be less experienced as paternalistic, if the
user learns to think about the breaks himself, and thus does no longer experience the
program as an external force and might at one point even delete it, if the new
behavior has become his ‘second nature’. Of course this is a very general guideline
that might not be applicable to all types of PT, but in designing persuasive
technologies it will be helpful to have the analogy of ‘education’ vs. ‘manipulation’
in mind and to think about the implementation of a learning effect, and thus about a
potential ‘ending’ of the asymmetric nature of persuasion.
G3: Persuasion should grant as much autonomy as possible to the user
This final guideline tries to make the ‘persuasion’ more compatible with the ideal
of ‘communicative rationality’, which focuses on autonomous decisions. This
guideline is very broad and needs a more specific elaboration. But if one starts from
the discourse ethical ideal of ‘convincing’ one might be able to get a better
understanding about what it means to grant more ‘autonomy’ to the user: In a
communicative situation both interlocutors are on a level of symmetry and can
exchange arguments. Each one has thus the ability to have an influence on the other.
PT is, however, ‘one-sided’ with regard to this aspect of communication. It is often
purely designed ‘‘in one direction’’: it aims at changing the attitude or behavior of
the user. A way to limit this asymmetry could be to let the user choose amongst
various options, i.e. to inbuilt plurality and choice in the PT. To use again the
example of a RSI Guard, one can imagine a program that lets the user decide how
‘harsh’ the persuasion will be. Will the computer simply refuse to take any inputs
during a ‘break’? How easy will it be to override the persuasion? How easy will it
be to change from strict coercion to mild suggestion?, etc. In giving the user the
ability to make autonomous decisions about these questions beforehand, one may
further limit the asymmetry and the paternalism that seems to be so deeply linked to
PT.
With regard to autonomy, it is furthermore important to distinguish whether the
user persuades himself with the PT, or whether the PT is used to persuade him by
someone else. Cases of self-persuasion are most likely cases, in which the user
already shares the value in question and uses the PT only to overcome a ‘weakness
of the will’. These cases might be morally less problematic than using PT to
persuade others. This might include cases in which the technology targets not only a
behavior, but an attitude change. Future research on the relation of autonomy and
PT will have to take this distinction into consideration.
Discourse Ethics and the Communicative Nature of PT: Concluding Remarks
I tried to demonstrate, how guidelines for the design and usage of persuasive
technologies could be derived from the framework of discourse ethics. In the
remaining section I would like to discuss some objections to this approach and
conclude by summarizing the main ideas of the paper.
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(A) The first objection to the application of discourse ethics to PT is that
persuasive technologies do not fall under ‘communication’ between humans, and
should thus not be subject to the same rules as human communication. There is a
difference between inter-human communication and the usage of PT. This objection
is a very basic one. It questions the very idea of ‘persuasive technologies’. The
argument runs as follows: Only humans can really persuade each other and
communicate with each other. Technology is not capable of speech, mental states,
intentions and other crucial elements needed for an act of ‘persuasion.’ If
technology cannot be persuasive properly speaking, an ethical framework designed
for human communication cannot be applied to technology.
The argument seems plausible at first glance. However, it makes certain
assumptions that can be questioned. The two problematic assumptions are (1)
‘technology cannot persuade’ and (2) ‘discourse ethics can only be applied to
communicative relations between humans (and not to the relation between humans
and technologies)’. If both assumptions were true, discourse ethics could not
generate an ethical framework for PT. I would like to argue that both assumptions
are wrong.
There are two ways to counter the assumption that ‘technology cannot persuade
in a proper sense’, and that ‘therefore discourse ethics cannot be applied’. The first
way is to accept that technology cannot persuade properly speaking, but to defend
the idea, that this does not imply that discourse ethics cannot be applied, since there
is still a persuasion between human agents going on (1). The second option is to
argue that technology is indeed capable of ‘persuading humans’, even if of course in
a different and more limited sense, than real humans can acheive (2).
(1) If one insists that persuasion presupposes human agency (and thus mental
states, intentions and the like), then Pt can at best be a mediated form of persuasion.
In this interpretation of PT the actual persuader is the designer of the PT or the
person (or group of persons) who implemented the PT. If e.g. the Dutch government
prescribes ‘Smart Meters’ to persuade people to use less energy, the author of the
persuasion is the ‘Dutch Government’ and not the technology itself. This
interpretation regards the usage of the words ‘persuasive technology’ only as a
metaphorical way of speaking. But even if one decides to embrace this
interpretation, one can still apply the two elements of discourse ethics that have
been discussed in the previous section. The reason is that there is still an
intersubjective ‘persuasion’ going on that is only mediated by the usage of
technology. Since PT aims thus at ‘persuading’ the user to change his attitude, belief
and/or behavior (Fogg 2003), they can in this interpretation be regarded as a
mediated form of communication between a ‘persuader’ and a recipient of the
persuasion. Since discourse ethics deals with general rules of communication it is
thus worthwhile to look at PT from a discourse ethical perspective. Persuasive
communication forms a subpart of general communication, and persuasive
communication via technology again forms a subpart of persuasive communication.
Of course one can reasonably expect more specific rules for each ‘sub’-domain.
Since persuasion, mediated by technology, does differ from ‘not mediated’ attempts
of persuasion, one will have to develop special rules that account for this difference
as well. This is an interesting field for future research. In this context, however, I
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intended to focus on the general rules of the relation of ‘persuasion’ that can be
applied to all types of persuasion (mediated or not). These general rules of
communication should be valid also in the sub-types. To illustrate this I argued that
particular validity claims (such as comprehensibility, truth, truthfulness and
appropriateness) should be part of any ethical attempt of persuasion.
(2) One might try to go even further and defend a broader understanding of
‘persuasion’ and argue that the ‘persuasive relation’ should not be limited to
purely intersubjective human relations. Some philosophers of technology have
argued that the human-things dichotomy is too sharp and should be overcome.
According to this position it is wrong to see only human agents as ‘active prime
movers’ and technological tools only as passive and neutral tools. Rather
technologies posses ‘agency’ or even ‘intentionality’ (e.g. Ihde 1990; Verbeek
2005, 2008) and should be interpreted accordingly. Even though I am quite
critical of these approaches myself (Peterson and Spahn 2011), one can see, how
embracing this interpretation of technological artifacts allows the extension of a
framework like discourse ethics to human-technology relations as well. If the
distinction between human ‘agents’ and technological ‘tools’ gets blurred, one will
also have to consider broadening the domain to which ethical theories such as
discourse ethics can be applied.
In this paper I cannot investigate the benefits and limits of this interpretation of
technological artifacts. However, I want to point at a third way to defend the
application of discourse ethics, that relates to human psychology. Humans tend to
ascribe ‘agency’ to even very abstract non-living things.16 They do so even more in
the case of technologies that use social feedback or social ‘clues’ (Mayer et al.
2003)—like PT often do. From a philosophical perspective, one might of course still
criticize this human tendency. One can of course argue that humans should not
attribute agency to PT, even if they are inclined to do so. But the fact that they tend
to do so gives an additional reason to apply discourse ethics: If humans tend to
engage with ‘technological persuaders’ in a similar way and with similar
expectation as in the case of ‘real’ agents, designers should take this into account.
This implies reflecting on (discourse) ethical aspects of communication as well.17
(B) A second objection to the general approach of this paper might be to insist
that the discourse ethical framework was developed to create guidelines for a
specific type of communication. Discourse ethics aims at giving guidelines for
philosophical and political ‘‘discourses’’, why then should it be applied to PT? The
aim of PT is not to find out the truth in philosophical matters or to establish a
justified political decision, but to change the behavior of a user in a very concrete
context. The idea behind this objection is more specific than the first objection.
While it grants the fact, that PT can be regarded as establishing a communicative
16 The classical study in this field is by Heider and Simmel (1944). A more recent discussion of this
‘anthromorphism’ can be found in Wayetz et al. (2010).
17 Nickel (2011a, b) has recently argued from a philosophical perspective that human attitudes like ‘trust’
can be applied to technological systems in a meaningful way. Like ‘persuasion’, trust originally refers to a
human–human relation. The type of arguments that Nickel uses to defend the application of ‘trust’ and
‘trustworthiness’ to artifacts are similar to the arguments presented in this paper.
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interaction, it nevertheless insists that PT establish a certain type of communicative
interaction: a type for which the discourse ethical framework might not be valid.
This objection, however, presupposes a purely formal (or procedural) interpre-
tation of discourse ethics. This interpretation might be widespread within the
domain of applied ethics, such as ethics of technology and democratic technology
design, but it does in my view not capture the heart of discourse ethics. In this
procedural interpretation, discourse ethics develops rules for establishing a
framework for an intersubjective discourse, but it does not answer any material
questions. In this interpretation, there can be no substantial answers to ethical
questions from a discourse-ethical perspective, except the general advise to ‘talk’
about the issue in question, while adhering to certain discourse rules, as e.g. the
absence of power-relation and the willingness to let only the better argument count.
As said, I am not convinced that this procedural interpretation covers the complete
intentions of discourse ethics.18 But even if it were correct, one could still defend
the application of discourse ethics to PT. One would simply have to argue, that
discourse ethics only establishes material rules for procedures of ‘communication’
(and thus not predetermines the outcomes of this communications). But if PT can be
interpreted as communicative technologies, then the norms of communication
should also be applied to this type of communication. In short: if the objection is
that discourse ethics can only establish procedural norms (but no material ones),
then the answer is, that procedural rules are all that is needed to evaluate PT and the
communicative aspects of PT. In this paper, I tried to go beyond a procedural
interpretation of discourse ethics by highlighting also the neo-enlightenment aspect
of this approach.
(C) This leads to a final remark that moves beyond the scope of this paper: The
question remains open, under which circumstances it is ethically acceptable to
choose ‘persuasion’ rather than other options of behavior change like ‘convincing’
or ‘coercion’. This paper is only concerned with the development of a moral version
of ‘persuasive technologies’. If the aim is to reach a behavior change, then
‘persuasion’ is of course only one strategy amongst others. In some situations the
only moral strategy might be ‘‘convincing through rational arguments’’, in other
situations even ‘‘coercion’’ or ‘‘manipulation’’ might be ethically justified. We
might e.g. coerce someone to pay taxes. Or we might want to manipulate an evil
person, so that he gives up his evil plans, etc.
In this paper I did not address the question, when to chose which strategy. The
argumentation of this paper is thus conditional: if one wishes to use PT, one should
consider certain prima facie guidelines. I did not investigate, whether one should use
PT in a certain context or for a specific task. Within the framework of discourse
ethics, there is of course place to justify the use of coercion, persuasion or other
strategies for certain situations. The task to establish criteria, when to use
persuasion, rather than other means of influences, is however different from the
scope of this paper and requires further investigation. The task here was to argue,
that if one uses PT at all, certain ethical criteria and prima facie guidelines should be
18 See Werner (2002) for a defense of a material interpretation of discourse ethics.
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fulfilled. I leave the question when to use PT (i.e. in which situation and for which
purposes) to future analysis.
Summary
This essay aims at giving an overview of how a discourse ethical framework for PT
might look like. It does so by distinguishing between two elements of discourse
ethics: the speech-act aspect and the social embedding of the theory. The two main
ideas are the insight that ‘persuasion’ has to meet the implicit normative
presupposition of every act of communication: criteria of comprehensibility, truth,
truthfulness and appropriateness can thus be applied to PT. Furthermore PT can be
interpreted as holding the middle between strategic and communicative rationality.
In order to assure that this type of communication is ethically sound, one would
have to try to limit the strategic elements and foster the implicit elements of
‘communicative’ actions. Three prima facie guidelines have been suggested to
overcome or at least limit the often asymmetric nature of persuasion.
The ideas developed in this essay are a first attempt to make discourse ethics
fruitful for the debate about PT. Further research is needed to come up with more
precise guidelines and criteria and to develop this approach further into a full-
fledged ethical framework for PT. However, it should have become plausible, that
discourse ethics indeed is a very promising starting ground for the search of
guidelines in the field of PT.
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